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The Bride Prize (Viking Lore, Book 2 5)
Alphabetically listed entries identify and explain
the characters, events, and important places of
Norse mythology.
In the stories of the ancient Vikings, Thor is a
warrior without equal, who wields his mighty
hammer in battles against trolls, giants, and
dragons. He is the god of storms and thunder,
who rides to war in a chariot pulled by goats,
and who is fated to fall in battle with the
Midgard Serpent during Ragnarok, the end of
all things. This book collects the greatest myths
and legends of the thunder god, while also
explaining their historical context and their
place in the greater Norse mythology. It also
covers the history of Thor as a legendary figure,
how he was viewed by different cultures from
the Romans to the Nazis, and how he endures
today as a popular heroic figure.
Book 3 in The Norsewomen Series. King Solvi is
dead at the hands of the Irish king. To gain her
inheritance, Ragnhild must sail to Ireland with
her brother to seek vengeance. But from the
outset, the venture is beset by betrayal and
bloodshed.
The Edda is a thoroughly researched study on
the Norse mythology through the analysis of an
Old Norse work of literature written in Iceland
during the early 13th century. Edda is
considered the fullest and most detailed source
for modern knowledge of Norse mythology.
Scholarly approach and conducted research
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have allowed the author to determine the age of
the different versions of various myths.
Legendary Warriors of the Land and Sea
Book Five in the Galactic Vikings Mail Order
Bride Series
Children of Ash and Elm
Taming His Viking Woman
Thor
The Viking Series

Beginning in 789AD, the Vikings raided monasteries, sacked
cities and invaded western Europe. They looted and enslaved
their enemies. But that is only part of their story. In long boats
they discovered Iceland and America (both by accident) and
also sailed up the Seine to Paris (which they sacked). They
settled from Newfoundland to Russia, founded Dublin and
fought battles as far afield as the Caspian Sea. A thousand
years after their demise, traces of the Vikings remain all the
way from North America to Istanbul. They traded walruses
with Inuits, brought Russian furs to Western Europe and took
European slaves to Constantinople. Their graves contain Arab
silver, Byzantine silks and Frankish weapons. In this
accessible book, the whole narrative of the Viking story is
examined from the eighth to the 11th century. Arranged
thematically, Vikings  A History of the Norse People,
examines the Norsemen from exploration to religion to trade
to settlement to weaponry to kingdoms to their demise and
legacy. But today questions remain: what prompted the first
Viking raids? What stopped their expansion? And how much
of the tales of murder, rape and pillage is myth?
She’s the wife he doesn’t want… …and the woman he needs!
Desperate to escape her murderous brother-in-law and protect
her young sister, Ragnhild agrees to marry an unknown
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warrior, and arrives penniless on his remote island. Only,
Gunnar Olafson’s belief in love died with his family—he does
not want a bride! But as yuletide approaches, Ragnhild
transforms his isolated existence. Can she melt her Viking
warrior’s frozen heart? “Styles’ attention to detail will
captivate readers, as will her powerful characters and elaborate
plots” RT Book Reviews on The Warrior’s Viking Bride by
Michelle Styles “Styles delves into the powerful psychological
forces of doubt and distrust masterfully, keeping me turning
the pages, and delivering a wonderfully satisfying ending”
Goodreads on The Warrior’s Viking Bride by Michelle Styles
'The Last Viking is a masterful and pulse-pounding narrative
that transports the reader into the middle of the action.' Carl
Gnam, Military Heritage Harald Sigurdsson burst into history
as a teenaged youth in a Viking battle from which he escaped
with little more than his life and a thirst for vengeance. But
from these humble origins, he became one of Norway's most
legendary kings. The Last Viking is a fast-moving narrative
account of the life of King Harald Hardrada, as he journeyed
across the medieval world, from the frozen wastelands of the
North to the glittering towers of Byzantium and the passions of
the Holy Land, until his warrior death on the battlefield in
England. Combining Norse sagas, Byzantine accounts, AngloSaxon chronicles, and even King Harald's own verse and prose
into a single, compelling story, Don Hollway vividly depicts
the violence and spectacle of the late Viking era and delves
into the dramatic events that brought an end to almost three
centuries of Norse conquest and expansion.
As a result of widespread mistreatment and overt
discrimination, women in the developing world often lack
autonomy. This book explores key sources of female
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empowerment and discusses the current challenges and
opportunities for the future.
Norse Mythology A to Z
The Source and the Study of the Mythology of the North
Paying the Viking's Price
Tales of the Aesir Gods
The Vikings: Who Were The Vikings? Enter The Viking Age
& Discover The Facts, Sagas, Norse Mythology, Legends,
Battles & More
A Young Reader's Companion

"Discover Norse mythology through the enthralling exploits of allpowerful Odin, mighty Thor, and the trickster Loki."--Front jacket
flap.
With his family lost to illness, Tarr leaves the only home he's ever
known with nothing but a dream-to sail across the North Sea to the
mysterious lands in the west. In order to earn a spot on his Jarl's
voyage, he must compete against his fellow Northmen in games of
strength and skill. But when he learns that the prize for winning the
competition is the hand of the dark-haired beauty he met only days
ago, will he be forced to choose between his dreams and his heart?
Eyva wants nothing more than to train as a shieldmaiden, but her
parents refuse, hoping to yoke her to their Northland farm forever.
When they put her up as the bride prize for their village's festivities,
she fears she will never escape the fate of a grueling life on her
parents' farm. But Tarr's longing gaze and soft kisses just might give
her the courage to fight for herself-and for their budding love.
The definitive history of the Vikings -- from arts and culture to politics
and cosmology -- by a distinguished archaeologist with decades of
expertise The Viking Age -- from 750 to 1050 -- saw an
unprecedented expansion of the Scandinavian peoples into the wider
world. As traders and raiders, explorers and colonists, they ranged
from eastern North America to the Asian steppe. But for centuries, the
Vikings have been seen through the eyes of others, distorted to suit the
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tastes of medieval clerics and Elizabethan playwrights, Victorian
imperialists, Nazis, and more. None of these appropriations capture
the real Vikings, or the richness and sophistication of their culture.
Based on the latest archaeological and textual evidence, Children of
Ash and Elm tells the story of the Vikings on their own terms: their
politics, their cosmology and religion, their material world. Known
today for a stereotype of maritime violence, the Vikings exported new
ideas, technologies, beliefs, and practices to the lands they discovered
and the peoples they encountered, and in the process were themselves
changed. From Eirík Bloodaxe, who fought his way to a kingdom, to
Gudrid Thorbjarnardóttir, the most traveled woman in the world,
Children of Ash and Elm is the definitive history of the Vikings and
their time.
This is only part one of the Book of Heathen, I did not include the
survival portion to make the print version a little cheaper.
A Warrior Maids of Rivenloch short story
Towards Gender Equity in Development
Tales of Odin, Thor and Loki
The Beginning of Things, How Odin Lost His Eye, Loki's Children,
Thor's Duel, In the Giant's House, the Punishment of Loki
The Pagan's Prize

In 700 AD, a tribe of warriors left their homeland and
struck out for glory & conquest.., They came to take no
prisoners. Their eerie horns made a distinctive sound,
and their fearsome longboats struck from out of
nowhere.. The Vikings, their History & Mythology
fascinates many because it speaks to something within
us: The fight to succeed and to grow stronger. Make no
mistake, these were not nice people, but much of their
legacy was not just about pillaging and destruction. In
this book, History Brought Alive reveals new insights
into The Vikings. Join us on a rampage through their
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history, culture, myths and more! Blending historical
accounts, tales and mythology. This is the definitive
guide to the life and times of the Vikings. See into the
lives of these legendary people, the impact that they
had on medieval society and beyond. In this book you
will discover; Common Misunderstandings About The
Vikings The Viking Diet - Discover The Energy Source
Of The Epic Warriors Runestones - Meanings & Opening
a Gateway to Ancient Viking Civilization Famous Battles
including The Legendary Battle of Stamford Bridge in
1066 Language of The Vikings - Old Norse Language
Throughout History Viking Longships - How The
Norsemen Ruled the Waves Traditions, Culture &
Rituals - Births, Weddings & The Complex Way The
Viking’s Responded to Death Viking Gods & Goddesses
- Loki The Trickster, Thor God of Thunder & More What
Happened to The Vikings & Why did They Disappear?
And much, much more.. The Viking era may have
ended, but their legacy lives on. And if you want to find
out more about The Vikings then this isThe Book for
You
A Saxon maiden Bound to a Viking warrior Part of To
Wed a Viking: The conquering Danes have taken
everything from Elswyth—even her mother. So, despite
the uneasy truce between their people, she knows
where her loyalties lie. Until she meets towering Rolfe,
leader of the opposing forces. Her mind knows this
muscled Viking is her enemy. So why is her traitorous
body so tempted by his suggestion that she become his
wife? To Wed a Viking miniseries Book 1 — Marrying
Her Viking Enemy Book 2 — coming soon! “It isn’t like
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reading a book, it’s like watching a movie play out.
Which really shows off just what an amazing writer
Harper St. George is, her way with words and creating
a story that instantly grabs your attention is
marvelous”—Chicks, Rogues and Scandals on An
Outlaw to Protect Her “The action is solid and
interesting, and the mystery a page turner. The
economics of respectability play an interesting role in
the book’s emotional pull.” —All About Romance on An
Outlaw to Protect Her
Over one thousand years ago, kingdoms across Europe
were changed forever as the Vikings sailed in. Prepare
here to board an iconic Norse ship and be transported
into the battles, the legacies, and the everyday lives of
these intrepid warriors. From buried treasure to noble
laws, to murderouos myths: this the story of the
Vikings. The Vikings were the original explorers with a
legacy going back to 800 AD. Popular culture thinks the
1600s was the Age of Discovery when Europe
discovered the Americas. Did you know some of the
most exciting days of seafaring expansion took place
close to a thousand years before that when a group of
seafaring Scandinavians departed their homelands for
the British Isles, seeking great power and prosperity at
all costs? For the next three centuries, the daring
voyagers pillaged and plundered their way to a vast
kingdom, and in the process, developed new trade
routes, spreading everything from commerce to art to
language from the Far East to the New World. The
pages of this book will take you into the Norseman's
universe - their daily lives and ritual deaths. We’ll
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explore the magical mythology of the Norse gods, go
behind-the-scenes of the hit History series Vikings, and
examine their lasting legacy on the today's world. We
even cover pop culture too — much of Game of
Thrones was based on the vikings (and countless other
shows and movies too). Here, in these richly illustrated
pages, is everything you need to know about the
medieval warriors of the sea.
Beautiful and courageous, the Lady Elgiva is as great a
prize as the land the Viking conqueror now controls.
Earl Wulfrum has taken her home, and now he will take
her—as his unwilling bride. Wulfrum is a legendary
warrior, but the strong-willed Elgiva proves the
greatest challenge he has ever faced.
Bride of Desire
From the Voyages of Leif Erikson to the Deeds of Odin,
the Storied History and Folklore of the Vikings
Recommended Literature
Viking God of Thunder
The Edda (Norse Mythology)
Introduction to Norse Mythology for Kids
Kimbery from "The Shipwreck" gets her own story!
From USA Today bestselling author Glynnis
Campbell...A half-Viking shieldmaiden has until
Yuletide to choose a bridegroom…or one will be
chosen for her. Half-Viking shieldmaiden Kimbery of
Rivenloch has until Yuletide to choose a
bridegroom…or one will be chosen for her. But when
the barbarian Brude the Brutal travels to claim his
betrothed, he finds himself bewitched instead by a
runaway bride. A RIVENLOCH CHRISTMAS A Wee
Holiday Tale Length: 12,000 words = 47 pages
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Rating: R-rated for passionate passages In This
Series The Warrior Maids of Rivenloch 9th Century –
THE SHIPWRECK (a novella) 9th Century – A
YULETIDE KISS (a short story) 1136 – LADY
DANGER 1136 – CAPTIVE HEART 1136 – KNIGHT'S
PRIZE Key Themes: Viking historical romance,
adventure stories, strong women, Scottish brides,
ancient Picts, barbarian warrior, shieldmaiden,
women warriors, runaway bride, virgin, brothers,
stories with humor More Historical Romances by
Glynnis Campbell The Warrior Maids of Rivenloch
THE SHIPWRECK (a novella) A YULETIDE KISS (a
short story) LADY DANGER CAPTIVE HEART
KNIGHT'S PRIZE The Knights of de Ware THE
HANDFASTING (a novella) MY CHAMPION MY
WARRIOR MY HERO Medieval Outlaws THE REIVER
(a novella) DANGER'S KISS PASSION'S EXILE
DESIRE'S RANSOM Scottish Lasses THE OUTCAST
(a novella) MacFARLAND'S LASS MacADAM'S LASS
MacKENZIE'S LASS California Legends NATIVE
GOLD NATIVE WOLF NATIVE HAWK
Lena has one hope: to see her mother live to
celebrate another birthday. The only problem is that
she has to marry one of the most barbaric races in
the known universe in order to see this hope realized.
Torsten is just your average Vikingr: tall, bronzed,
and battle-ready. He is also about to be married to a
human that he has never actually met. Yet, he can't
help but notice the attraction. Neither can she.
Between the pair of them, things are about to get
incredibly steamy. Scroll up and one-click your copy
now! ***Previously sold as a short story in the
Captured and Captivated anthology but now
expanded into a whole new story with plenty of new
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content!*** Book five in the 'Galactic Vikings' Series.
Book 1: Rescued by the Alien Viking Book 2: Desired
by the Alien Viking Book 3: Ravished by the Alien
Viking Book 4: Charmed by the Alien Viking Book 5:
Captivated by the Alien Viking Galactic Union Series
Book 1: Taken by an Alien Book 2: Tormented by an
Alien Book 3: Seduced by an Alien Also in this
universe: Alien Embrace anthology My Area 51 Alien
Prize Galactic Women Series Book 1: Craving Her
Alphabetically listed entries identify and explain the
characters, events, important places, and other
aspects of Norse mythology.
Musaicum Books presents to you a meticulously
edited collection of Norse Mythology. This ebook has
been designed and formatted to the highest digital
standards and adjusted for readability on all devices.
Content: The Beginning of Things How Odin Lost His
Eye Kvasir's Blood The Giant Builder The Magic
Apples Skadi's Choice The Dwarf's Gifts Loki's
Children The Quest of the Hammer The Giantess
Who Would Not Thor's Visit to the Giants Thor's
Fishing Thor's Duel In the Giant's House Balder and
the Mistletoe The Punishment of Loki
Captivated by the Alien Viking
Words The Vikings Gave Us
The Norse Mythology: In the Days of Giants
The Untold History of the Vikings
The Book of Viking Myths
Marrying Her Viking Enemy

A beautifully illustrated collection of more than
20 ancient Norse myths retold for children
Exciting stories, extraordinary creatures, and
compelling gods, goddesses, and heroes come
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together in this compendium of Norse myths first told long ago by the Vikings. Read about
Thor, the god of thunder and how he once
disguised himself as a bride to seek revenge on a
giant and retrieve his powerful hammer -Mj lnir,
and how Sif, the goddess of fertility had her long
golden hair cut off by Loki, the trickster god.
Each myth is told with thrilling immediacy, in
language that is easy for children to understand,
while retaining the awe, majesty and intrigue of
the original tales. Stunning illustrations by multiaward winning artist Katie Ponder breathe new
life into each story.
A fun, romantic romp yule love! Meet a sexy tenthcentury Viking hero and a modern day hero with
a Viking heritage who both have the knack for
making women melt . . . with holiday cheer.
Merry Christmas from the Norse Pole.
BOLTHOR'S BRIDE Bolthor the Skald has been
there for his fellow warriors, both in battle and as
a friend. Always the bridesmaid, never the bride,
so to speak. This gentle giant, now scarred and
retired from the fray, has never found a woman
who loves him despite his rough appearance - and
his poetry, which is woefully bad. Enter the sexy,
Saxon widow Katherine of Wickshire Manor, a
woman in need of a strong man to take care of
her and her four children, not to mention about
two hundred chickens, in the style none of her
first three husbands could manage. When Viking
meets Saxon, the sparks do fly. A VIKING FOR
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CHRISTMAS Bodyguard Erik Thorsson, a fiftieth
generation Viking, meets Jessica Jones, dressed
as a cute Santa Claus, when she stages a
righteous attempt to rob the local Piggly Jiggly.
All Jessica wants is a refund for a Burping Bear
toy, which the store refuses to honor.
Fortunately, or unfortunately, Jessica takes
hostage another Santa in the store, Erik himself,
after accidentally shooting the Little Debbie
cupcake display. For the first time in five years,
since his beloved wife died, Erik finds himself
head over Santa boot heels in love, but how to
convince Jessica that he's not her Christmas
curse, but instead a Christmas miracle. Sandra
Hill is the bestselling author of more than thirty
romantic humor novels. Whether they be
historicals, contemporaries, time travels, or
Christmas novellas, whether they be Vikings,
Cajuns, Navy SEALs or sexy Santas, the common
element in all her books is humor. Visit her at
www.sandrahill.com.
List Pulitzer Prize winners in thirty-nine different
categories, arranged chronologically, with
biographical and career information, selected
works, other awards, and a brief commentary,
along with material on Pulitzer.
[Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative
Historical Fantasy Romance, M/M, gods, shapeshifters] Jarl Radulfr is a warrior, the chieftain of
his people. It is his duty to protect and fight for
them. But duty comes at a price. Radulfr has no
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one to call his own. When his clan is attacked, he
accepts a bride in a peace-pledge to avoid war
with a neighboring clan. He doesn't know until he
arrives that the bride he has come to claim is a
man. His betrothed is not what he expected, but
Radulfr has sworn upon his honor to accept the
peace-pledge. It doesn't hurt that Ein is pretty
damn cute. Radulfr decides to accept things as
they are and begins to take Ein home. But there
are those that don't want them to reach
home—gods, mercenaries, and the man who
started the war in the first place. Radulfr and Ein
will have to use all of their wits, and the growing
bond between them, to keep themselves alive
because gifts from the gods come at a price. ** A
Siren Erotic Romance
Santa Viking
The Viking's Defiant Bride
The Warrior's Viking Bride
Popular Tales from Norse Mythology
Norse Myths
The Raider Bride

A Viking maiden destined for the
battlefield...in bed with her captor! As a
female warrior, Dagmar Kolbeinndottar
knows she's not meant for marriage and
a family. Until she's kidnapped by Celtic
warlord Aedan mac Connall, who has
been tasked with returning Dagmar to
her estranged father. Fighting her
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father's orders to marry, Dagmar
declares she will take no one but her
abductor, expecting Aedan to
refuse...but he's intent on making her
his bride!
Northumbria, 867 A.D. Beautiful and
courageous, the Lady Elgiva is as great a
prize as the land the Viking conqueror
now controls. Earl Wulfrum has taken her
home, and now he will take her as his
unwilling bride. Wulfrum is a legendary
warrior, but the strong–willed Elgiva
proves the greatest challenge he has
ever faced. Yet her response to his touch
tells him she feels the all–consuming
heat as much as he. Their passionate
battle can end only one way in the
marriage bed!
"Category: historical"--Page 4 of cover.
"Words The Vikings Gave Us" is a lighthearted look at the horde of words the
English dictionary stole from the Vikings.
From akimbo to yule Old Norse merged
with Anglo-Saxon to form the start of the
English language.This book, the second
in the series, explores the Viking history
of words like kiss, ombudsman,
bluetooth, frisbee, thing, and hustings.
More than 290 words and phrases are
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featured - drawn from ship life, Viking
food, farming, norse romance, myths,
politics, modern Vikings, anatomy, place
names, daily life, and of course how to
fight like a Viking.It's time to set sail in
your longship. Horned helmet optional.
Ideal for word geeks, history buffs, and
anybody who's ever longed to throw an
axe.
The Last Viking
Kindergarten Through Grade Twelve
A Yuletide Kiss
Who's who of Pulitzer Prize Winners
Viking History 3 in 1
A History of the Vikings
The Bride PrizeCreatespace Independent
Publishing Platform
A bundle of three audiobooks about the
Viking history and mythology. Book One:
This audiobook is an in-depth look at the
Viking Age, and the deeds and daily lives of
these ancient, sometimes mysterious people.
The Vikings of Scandinavia were heroic,
adventurous, and often barbaric, but there
can be no debate that they were also a
people with big aspirations. Viking culture is
still a topic of interest today, and this offers
an insight into just how enduring their
legacy is. Book Two: In this audiobook,
Norse Mythology: A Concise Guide to the
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Gods, Heroes, Sagas, Rituals, and Beliefs of
Norse Mythology, the listener will be
transported to the ancient customs of
beliefs of the ancient Vikings of the North.
This audiobook is dedicated to exploring the
gods and goddesses that the Norse
worshiped. Book Three: The Tale of a Viking
Warrior King delves into the mystery
surrounding the Viking warrior who
conquered European nations and became a
king in his own right. Over nine centuries
after the death of this great warrior, ancient
poems, songs, and sagas about him still
remain today. This audiobook considers the
facts as we know them, the myths attributed
to Ragnar, and the way this iconic heathen
from the North continues to impact modern
culture today.
When Brand, a strong and handsome Viking,
crosses the northern seas, he discovers that
the beautiful Indian woman he takes captive
on his voyage threatens to become more
important to him than his mission. For
Winsome, capture by the virile Viking means
she fights her feelings for him until she
realizes she must become his bride of the
heart, as well as his bride of desire...
"Discover viking mythology, from Asgard to
Valhalla! Vikings lived a long time ago, but
that doesn't mean their history, myths, and
stories aren't still exciting today! Get to
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know the fascinating stories behind your
favorite Norse gods, goddesses, heroes,
villains, and monsters in this fun
introduction to Norse mythology. You'll
learn all about Thor and his hammer
Mjolnir, the cunning and mischievous
adventures of the trickster Loki, and Freyja,
the beautiful goddess with the falcon cloak.
Uncover fantastical creatures, fearsome
monsters, and epic battles--all from ancient
Scandinavia--with stories including: Thor
and the Clay Giant, The Death of Baldr,
Loki's Dangerous Children, and more! Plus
you'll learn what daily life was like for
Vikings, how they fought, and more! If you
love learning about history, or are a fan of
the Thor and Loki movies, this book is the
perfect collection of Norse trivia!"--Provided
by publisher.
Sent as the Viking's Bride
Heathen Lore and Philosophy
A Fun Collection of the Greatest Heroes,
Monsters, and Gods in Norse Myth
Vikings
Cycles of Norse Mythology
Honor Bound [Viking Lore 1]

These stories are old, old as the
Behmer Wold and seldom in life has
there been such a brewing... Cycles of
Norse Mythology captures the passion,
cruelty, and heroism of an ancient
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world. Encompassing Odin’s relentless
pursuit of wisdom across the nine
worlds, Gullveig’s malicious death at
the hands of the Æsir that sparks a
brutal war with the Vanir, Thor’s
battles against the giants of
Jotunheim, the tragedy of Volund, the
many devious machinations of Loki, and
the inescapable events of Ragnarök,
this lyrical re-imagining of the Norse
myths presents the gripping adventures
of the Norse gods and their foes in a
style to delight modern readers of all
ages. A detailed glossary provides a
quick reference to the meaning behind
names and terms used in the book. A
Source Reference is included for
persons who want to delve deeper into
the study of Norse mythology.
Feared warrior Brand Bjornson has
finally got what he's striven
for--lands of his own, granted to him
by his king. But his new estate,
Breckon, holds more than a few
surprises--not least the intriguingly
beautiful Edith, former Lady of
Breckon. Proud Edith refuses to abandon
her lands to the mercy of Viking
invaders, and impressed by her courage,
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Brand agrees she can stay. He has one
condition--that she should become his
concubine!
42 thrilling folktales include
"Dapplegrim," "Tatterhood," "The
Werewolf," "Such Women Are," "The Three
Dogs," "Temptations," "The Magician's
Pupil," "Legend of Tannhäuser," "The
Outlaw," "The Widow's Son," "The Three
Sisters Trapped in a Mountain," "The
Blue Belt," "The Seven Ravens," and
"The Goatherd" (source of the Rip van
Winkle story).
Mythology is interesting as well as
complicated. It becomes even more
intricate when the narrators and their
opinions are many and do not seem to
converge at some point. This is
however, one side of the picture.
Mythology can be worth considering if
one follows it with concentration and
an evaluative approach. This book
unveils all those significant features
of Viking mythology, which can be
interesting as well as elaborative for
your knowledge about the Vikings and
their ancient tales. The major theme of
the book is to break all those
incorrect views, which have traveled
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across the various areas of Viking
mythology.
Viking Outcasts Book 1
The Bride Prize
The Warrior's Bride Prize
The Viking's Defiant Bride (Mills &
Boon Historical)
The True Story of King Harald Hardrada
The Unwanted Bride, Book 7
The bold Viking warrior Rurik traveled alone on a
mission of conquest. But along the way a goldenhaired captive inflamed him with longing. He took up
his sword to defend her...and then swore to claim her
for his own. A beautiful Russian princess betrayed by
treachery, Zora spurned the powerful man who held
her prisoner-and vowed never to yield. He had been
sent as a spy to pave the way for her people's
surrender. But his furious hunger for her heated touchand her aching need for his burning caress-led to a
fiery passion that was a greater prize than any
kingdom.
This fascinating new book reveals the origins of the
Vikings—from Thor and Leif Erikson to Loki and the
Valkyries—and the tales that have influenced our own
lives. For thousands of years, Vikings have held a
storied place in our culture—their distinct
appearance, their mighty longships, their reputation
for causing death and destruction. But who were
these strange and mysterious folk? The Book of Viking
Myths retells the stories of the Viking people, with
myths of their gods and goddesses, monsters, and
great heroes. From tales of the beautiful and powerful
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Freyja, to the gold-toothed Heimdallr, to the wolf
Fenrir, Peter Archer explores all the figures and tales
that make up Norse mythology. Along with these
legends of seafaring, dwarves, giants, and the exploits
of Thor, you will also discover the influences that
Viking culture has had on our own lives. It’s a true
exploration of Nordic culture—and a glimpse into the
history and lore of these fabled Nordic warriors.
Daughter of a slave… …wedded to the warrior! Livia
Valeria is furious when she’s ruthlessly gambled away
by her intended bridegroom. Luckily, it’s tall, muscled
and darkly handsome Roman centurion Marius Varro
who wins her as his bride! She must hide her
Caledonian roots, but when Marius faces a barbarian
rebellion at Hadrian’s Wall, Livia must make a choice:
her heritage or the husband she’s falling for… “A
breath-takingly pure and beautiful tale and this story
really shows just what a fine and articulated writer Ms
Fletcher is … Just perfect!” — Chicks, Rogues and
Scandals on Captain Amberton’s Inherited Bride
“Fletcher takes fans on another gratifying journey
through the gothic Yorkshire landscape, this time with
a couple forced to wed under dire consequences” —
RT Book Reviews on Captain Amberton’s Inherited
Bride
Norse Gods, Goddesses, Vikings, and Myths
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